BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In re: Application for establishment of
wastewater allowance for funds prudently
invested (AFPI) charges in Highlands, Lake,
Marion, Pasco and Pinellas Counties, by
Utilities, Inc. of Florida.

DOCKET NO. 20170223-SU
ORDER NO. PSC-2018-0174-TRF-SU
ISSUED: April 4, 2018

The following Commissioners participated in the disposition of this matter:
ART GRAHAM, Chairman
JULIE I. BROWN
DONALD J. POLMANN
GARY F. CLARK
ANDREW GILES FAY

ORDER APPROVING UTILITIES INC. OF FLORIDA’S
PETITION FOR AFPI CHARGES
BY THE COMMISSION:
Background
Utilities, Inc. of Florida (UIF or utility) is a Class A utility providing water and
wastewater services to 27 systems in the following counties: Charlotte, Highlands, Lake, Lee,
Marion, Orange, Pasco, Pinellas, Polk, and Seminole. The utility reported in its 2016 annual
report, water operating revenues in the amount of $2,498,891 and $1,440,710 for wastewater.
On October 16, 2017, the utility filed an application to establish allowance for funds
prudently invested (AFPI) charges for the LUSI, Labrador, Lake Placid, Mid-County, and UIFMarion wastewater systems, including tariff sheets reflecting the proposed charges.
Subsequently, on February 8, 12, and 15, 2018, the utility filed revised tariffs to reflect the
change to the corporate income tax rate which became effective on January 1, 2018, and to
correct calculation errors in the proposed tariffs. The utility is requesting AFPI charges because
the above-mentioned wastewater systems were considered less than 100 percent used and useful
(U&U) by Order No. PSC-2017-0361-FOF-WS, issued September 25, 2017.1 The utility’s
proposed AFPI tariffs were suspended by Order No. PSC-2017-0477-PCO-SU, issued December
21, 2017, in the instant docket, pending further investigation.

1

Order No. PSC-2017-0361-FOF-WS, issued September 25, 2017, in Docket No. 20160101-WS, In re: Application
for increase in water and wastewater rates in Charlotte, Highlands, Lake, Lee, Marion, Orange, Pasco, Pinellas,
Polk, and Seminole Counties by Utilities, Inc. of Florida.
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This order addresses UIF’s request to establish AFPI charges for its LUSI, Labrador,
Lake Placid, Mid-County, and UIF-Marion wastewater systems. We have jurisdiction pursuant to
Sections 367.081 and 367.091, Florida Statutes (F.S.).
Decision
AFPI for Labrador, Lake Placid, Mid-County, and UIF-Marion
Pursuant to Rule 25-30.434, Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.), an AFPI charge is a
mechanism designed to allow a utility the opportunity to earn a fair rate of return on prudently
constructed plant held for future use from the customers that will be served by that plant. This
one-time charge is assessed based on the date the future customer connects to the utility’s
system.
The utility’s proposed AFPI charges for the Labrador, Lake Placid, Mid-County, and
UIF-Marion wastewater systems are based on the non-U&U adjustments associated with those
wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) in Order No. PSC-2017-0361-FOF-WS. The Labrador
WWTP was determined to be 79.94 percent U&U, the Lake Placid WWTP was 29.79 percent
U&U, the Mid-County WWTP was 93.67 percent U&U, and the UIF-Marion WWTP was 68.65
percent U&U. The U&U adjustments in that rate case excluded a return on the non-U&U portion
of the investments and the associated depreciation, property taxes, and regulatory assessment
fees from the approved revenue requirement. The proposed tariffs filed on February 8, 12, and
15, 2018, reflect the new corporate federal tax rate that became effective on January 1, 2018.
Pursuant to Rule 25-30.434(4), F.A.C., the beginning date for accruing the AFPI charges
shall agree with the month following the end of the test year that was used to establish the
amount of non-U&U plant. The test year used in Docket No. 20160101-WS for establishing the
amount of non-U&U plant was the year ended December 31, 2015; therefore, the beginning date
for accruing the AFPI in this case is January 1, 2016. The proposed AFPI charges were
calculated for a five-year period consistent with Rule 25-30.434(5), F.A.C. After December 31,
2020, the utility shall be allowed to collect the constant charge (reflecting the costs accrued
through the fifth year) until the projected equivalent residential connections (ERCs) included in
the calculation of the charge have been added, upon which the charges shall be discontinued. The
AFPI charges shall apply to future connections of 155 ERCs for Labrador, 226 ERCs for Lake
Placid, 203 ERCs for Mid-County, and 45 ERCs for the UIF-Marion system.
UIF shall provide notice to property owners who have requested service during the 12
months prior to the month the request for AFPI charges was filed. The approved charges shall be
effective for connections made on or after the stamped approval date on the tariff sheets. In
accordance with Rule 25-30.434(4), F.A.C., no charge may be collected for connections made
prior to the effective date of the AFPI charges. The utility shall provide proof of noticing within
10 days of providing its approved notice. The charges reflect the costs associated with one ERC
based on 280 gallons per day (gpd) per ERC. If a future customer is expected to place more
demand on the system than one ERC, the charge shall be multiplied by the number of ERCs of
demand which are needed to provide service to the customer.
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Conclusion
Based on the above, UIF is authorized to collect the approved AFPI charges, shown on
Attachment A, from future wastewater customers in its Labrador, Lake Placid, Mid-County, and
UIF-Marion systems. After December 31, 2020, the utility shall be allowed to collect the
constant charge until the projected ERCs included in the calculation of the charge have been
added, upon which the charges shall be discontinued. The AFPI charges will apply to future
connections of 155 ERCs for Labrador, 226 ERCs for Lake Placid, 203 ERCs for Mid-County,
and 45 ERCs for the UIF-Marion system.
UIF shall provide notice to property owners who have requested service during the 12
months prior to the month the request for AFPI charges was filed. The approved charges shall be
effective for connections made on or after the stamped approval date on the tariff sheets. The
utility shall provide proof of noticing within 10 days of providing its approved notice.
AFPI charges for LUSI
The utility’s proposed AFPI charges for the LUSI WWTP are based on the non-U&U
adjustments determined in Order No. PSC-2017-0361-FOF-WS. The proposed tariff filed on
February 8, 2018, reflected the new corporate federal tax rate that became effective on January 1,
2018. However, because the utility’s proposed tariff reflects costs accrued beginning in 2010, the
proposed tariff is inconsistent with Rule 25-30.434(4), F.A.C. As discussed above, the rule
provides that the beginning date for accruing the AFPI charges shall agree with the month
following the end of the test year that was used to establish the amount of non-U&U plant which,
in this case, is January 1, 2016. The utility contends that the AFPI charges should not be reset
(accrued beginning January 1, 2016), but should continue from the prior U&U adjustments.
AFPI charges applicable to the LUSI WWTP (formerly known as Lake Groves) were
previously approved in 1991 in the utility’s original certificate case.2 At that time, the capacity of
the system was 160,000 gpd and the AFPI charges were based on the 545 ERCs which the
system was originally designed to serve. UIF purchased the Lake Groves system in 1998 and
increased the capacity to 500,000 gpd in 2000.3 In 2007, the treatment capacity was expanded to
1,000,000 gpd and in a subsequent rate case, Docket No. 20070693-WS, this Commission found
the wastewater treatment plant to be approximately 53 percent U&U.4 The utility was serving
approximately 2,860 wastewater customers at that time. In the utility’s next rate case, Docket

2

Order No. 24283, issued March 25, 1991, in Docket No. 900957-WU, In re: Application of Lake Groves Utilities,
Inc. for water and sewer certificates in Lake County.
3
Order No. PSC-00-1657-PAA-WS, issued September 18, 2000, in Docket No. 000430-WS, In re: Application for
amendment of Certificates Nos. 534-W and 465-S to add territory in Lake County by Lake Groves Utilities, Inc.
4
Order No. PSC-09-0101-PAA-WS, issued February 16, 2009, in Docket No. 070693-WS, In re: Application for
increase in water and wastewater rates in Lake County by Lake Utility Services, Inc.
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No. 20100426-WS, this Commission again found the 1,000,000 gpd WWTP to be 53 percent
U&U based on the U&U percentage from the prior order.5
Pursuant to Order No. PSC-2017-0361-FOF-WS, the utility’s most recent rate case, we
found the LUSI WWTP to be 58.78 percent U&U (including prepaid commitments).6 However,
because the LUSI WWTP was serving in excess of the original 545 ERCs the system was
designed to serve, the LUSI WWTP AFPI charges were discontinued and an investigation was
opened to determine whether there was an overcollection of AFPI charges.7 The investigation
will address AFPI collections prior to 2018, while the proposed charges in this docket will be
collected from future connections.
Although it was determined that the utility had non-U&U plant in prior dockets, the AFPI
charges were not re-evaluated by this Commission and the utility did not request that the LUSI
AFPI charges be revised following the addition of the original 545 ERCs and the plant expansion
that occurred in 2007. It is incumbent upon the utility to request consideration of AFPI charges
for non-U&U capacity; therefore, it is not appropriate to accrue AFPI charges prior to January 1,
2016.
Conclusion
UIF shall be authorized to collect the proposed AFPI charges from future wastewater
customers in its LUSI system. After December 31, 2020, the utility shall be allowed to collect
the constant charge until the projected ERCs included in the calculation of the charge have been
added, upon which the charges shall be discontinued. The AFPI charges shall apply to 1,471
future ERCs.
UIF shall provide notice to property owners who have requested service during the 12
months prior to the month the request for AFPI charges was filed. The approved charges shall be
effective for connections made on or after the stamped approval date on the tariff sheets. The
utility shall provide proof of noticing within 10 days of providing its approved notice.
Based on the foregoing, it is
ORDERED that the utility shall be authorized to collect the proposed AFPI charges,
shown on Attachment A, from future wastewater customers in its Labrador, Lake Placid, MidCounty, and UIF-Marion systems. It is further

5

Order No. PSC-11-0514-PAA-WS, issued November 3, 2011, in Docket No. 20100426-WS, In re: Application for
increase in water and wastewater rates in Lake County by Lake Utility Services, Inc.
6
Order No. PSC-2017-0361-FOF-WS, issued September 25, 2017, in Docket No. 20160101-WS, In re: Application
in water and wastewater rates in Charlotte, Highlands, Lake, Lee, Marion, Orange, Pasco, Pinellas, Polk, and
Seminole Counties by Utilities, Inc. of Florida.
7
Pending Docket No. 20180014-WS, In re: Investigation of Allowance For Funds Prudently Invested in Lake
County.
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ORDERED that after December 31, 2020, the utility shall be allowed to collect the
constant charge until the projected ERCs included in the calculation of the charge have been
added, upon which the charges shall be discontinued for customers in its Labrador, Lake Placid,
Mid-County, and UIF-Marion systems. It is further
ORDERED that for the AFPI charges shall apply to future connections of 155 ERCs for
Labrador, 226 ERCs for Lake Placid, 203 ERCs for Mid-County, and 45 ERCs for the UIFMarion system. It is further
ORDERED that the utility shall provide notice to property owners in the Labrador, Lake
Placid, Mid-County, and UIF-Marion systems, who have requested service during the 12 months
prior to the month the request for AFPI charges was filed and shall provide proof of noticing
within 10 days of providing its approved notice. It is further
ORDERED that the approved charges shall be effective for connections made on or after
the stamped approval date on the tariff sheets. It is further
ORDERED that for the LUSI system, the proposed AFPI charges are denied; however,
the utility is given the option to file a revised tariff within 10 days of this Commission’s vote, for
administrative approval, that reflects the non U&U costs associated with the LUSI WWTP,
pursuant to Order No. PSC-2017-0361-FOF-WS, and accrued beginning January 1, 2016. It is
further
ORDERED that upon administrative approval, the utility shall be authorized to collect
the proposed AFPI charges from future wastewater customers in its LUSI system. It is further
ORDERED that after December 31, 2020, the utility shall be allowed to collect the
constant charge until the projected ERCs included in the calculation of the charge have been
added, upon which the charges shall be discontinued and the AFPI charges shall apply to 1,471
future ERCs. It is further
ORDERED that if UIF files a revised tariff for LUSI as set forth herein, it shall provide
notice to property owners who have requested service during the 12 months prior to the month
the request for AFPI charges was filed. The approved charges shall be effective for connections
made on or after the stamped approval date on the tariff sheets. The utility shall provide proof of
noticing within 10 days of providing its notice.
ORDERED that for the Labrador, Lake Placid, Mid-County, and UIF-Marion systems,
the docket shall remain open pending Commission staff’s verification that the revised tariff
sheets and notice have been filed by the utility and approved by Commission staff. It is further
ORDERED that for Labrador, Lake Placid, Mid-County, and UIF-Marion systems, if a
protest is filed within 21 days of the issuance date of the Order, the approved tariff shall remain
in effect with the charge held subject to refund pending resolution of the protest. If no timely
protest is filed, a consummating order shall be issued. It is further
ORDERED that if the utility timely files a revised AFPI tariff for its LUSI wastewater
system, and a protest is filed within 21 days of the issuance of the order, the revised tariffs shall
remain in effect, with any revenues held subject to refund, pending Commission staff’s
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verification that the revised tariff sheets and notice have been filed by the utility and approved by
Commission staff; the docket shall remain open pending resolution of the protest. It is further
ORDERED that if the utility timely files a revised AFPI tariff for its LUST wastewater
system and no timely protest is filed with respect to that issue, the docket shall remain open
pending Commission staff's verification that the revised tariff sheets and notice have been filed
by the utility and approved by Commission staff, a consummating order shall be issued, and the
docket shall be closed administratively. It is further
ORD ERED that if the utility does not timely tile a revised AFPl tariff meeting the
conditions of the order, and a protest is filed within 21 days of the issuance of the order, the
tarifTed charges originally requested by UIF shall be placed into effect, with any revenues held
subject to refund , pending Commission staff's verification that the revised tarifT sheets and
notice have been filed by the utility and approved by Commission staff; the docket shall remain
open pending resolution of the protest. It is further
ORDERED that if the utility does not timely file a revised AFPI tariff with respect to its
LUSI wastewater system and no timely protest is filed, a consummating order shall be issued,
and the docket closed administratively.

By ORDER of the Florida Public Service Commission thi s 4th day of April , 2018.

f!~-f:ia. ! ~OA•.f=fU'-

CARLOTTA S. STAUFFER
Commission Clerk
Florida Public Service Commission
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard
Tallahassee, Florida 32399
(850) 4 I 3-6770
www. floridapsc.com

Copies furnished: A copy of this document is
provided to the parties of record at the time of
issuance and, if applicable, interested persons.
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NOTICE OF FURTHER PROCEEDINGS
The Florida Public Service Commission is required by Section 120.569(1), Florida
Statutes, to notify parties of any administrative hearing or judicial review of Commission orders
that is available under Sections 120.57 or 120.68, Florida Statutes, as well as the procedures and
time limits that apply. This notice should not be construed to mean all requests for an
administrative hearing or judicial review will be granted or result in the relief sought.
Mediation may be available on a case-by-case basis. If mediation is conducted, it does
not affect a substantially interested person's right to a hearing.
The Commission's decision on this tariff is interim in nature and will become final, unless
a person whose substantial interests are affected by the proposed action files a petition for a
formal proceeding, in the form provided by Rule 28-106.201, Florida Administrative Code. This
petition must be received by the Office of Commission Clerk, 2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard,
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0850, by the close of business on April 25, 2018.
In the absence of such a petition, this Order shall become final and effective upon the
issuance of a Consummating Order.
Any objection or protest filed in this docket before the issuance date of this order is
considered abandoned unless it satisfies the foregoing conditions and is renewed within the
specified protest period.
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ORIGINAL SHEET NO. 16.4

UTILITIES, INC. OF FLORIDA
WASTEWATER TARIFF

ALLOWANCE FOR FUNDS PRUDENTLY INVESTED
Formerly Labrador Utilities, Inc.
Pasco County
An Allowance for Funds PrudenUy Invested (AFPI) charge is a mechanism which allows a utility the
opportunity to earn a fair rate of return on prudently constructed plant held for future use from the future
customers to be served by that plant in the form of a charge paid by those customers.
2016
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

$23.21
$46.43
$69.64
$92.86
$ 116.07
$139.28
$162.50
$ 185.71
$208.93
$232.14
$255.35
$278.57

2017
$302.88
$327.19
$351 .50
$375.81
$400.12
$424.43
$448.74
$473.05
$497.36
$521 .67
$545.98
$570.29

2018
$595.78
$621.27
$646.75
$672.24
$697.72
$723.21
$748.70
$774.18
$799.67
$825.15
$850.64
$ 876.13

2019

2020

$902.87
$929.61
$956.36
$983.10
$1,009.85
$1,036.59
$1,063.34
$1,090.08
$1,116.83
$1,143.57
$1, 170.32
$ 1,197.06

$1,225.15
$1 ,253.24
$ 1,281.33
$1,309.43
$1,337.52
$ 1,365.61
$1,393.70
$ 1,421 .79
$1,449.88
$ 1,477.97
$ 1,506.07
$1,534.16

The approved AFPI charges, which are based on one equivalent residential connection (ERC), will be
collected from 155 additional ERCs as of December 31, 2015. The amount of the charge will be based on
the month in which the connection to the utility is made. If by December 31, 2020, any number of ERCs
remain unconnected, the remaining ERCs shall be charged the constant maxmium charge of $1,534.16
until all155 additional ERCs are connected, afterwhich the charge will cease.

EFFECTIVE DATE TYPE OF FILING WS-17-0089

Limited Proceeding
JOHN P. HOY
ISSUING OFFICER
PRESIDENT
TITLE
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UTILITIES, INC. OF FLORIDA
WASTEWATER TARIFF

ORIGINAL SHEET NO. 16.5

ALLOWANCE FOR FUNDS PRUDENTLY INYESTED
Formerly Lake Placid Utilities, Inc.
Highlands County
An Allowance for Funds Prudently Invested (AFPI) charge is a mechanism which allows a utility the
opportunity to eam a fair rate of return on prudently constructed plant held for future use from the future
customers to be served by that plant in the form of a charge paid by those customers.
2016
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2017

2018

2019

~

$6.16
$12.32
$18.48
$24.64
$30.80
$36.96
$43.12
$49.28
$55.45
$61.61
$67.77

$80.33
$86.72
$93.12
$99.52
$105.92
$ 112.31
$ 118.71
$125. 11
$ 131.51
$ 137.91
$ 144.30

$157.35
$164.01
$170.66
$177.32
$183.97
$190.62
$197.28
$203.93
$210.58
$217.24
$223.89

$237.47
$244.40
$251.32
$258.25
$265.17
$272.10
$279.02
$285.95
$292.87
$299.80
$306.72

$320.87
$328.09
$335.31
$342.53
$349.75
$356.97
$364.19
$371.41
$378.62
$385.84
$393.06

$73.93

$150.70

$230.54

$313.65

$400.28

The approved AFPI charges, which are based on one equivalent residential connection (ERC), will be
collected from 226 additional ERGs as of December 31, 2015. The amount of the charge will be based on
the month in which the connection to the utHity is made. If by December 31 , 2020, any number of ERGs
remain unconnected, the remaining ERGs shall be charged the constant maxmium charge of $400.28 until
all 226 additional ERGs are connected, afterwhich the charge will cease.

EFFECTIVE DATETYPE OF FILING WS-17-0089

limited Proceeding
JOHN P. HOY
ISSUING OFFICER
PRESIDENT
TITLE
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UTILITIES, INC. OF FLORIDA
WASTEWATER TARIFF

ORIGINAL SHEET NO. 16.6

ALLOWANCE FOR FUNDS PRUDENTLY INVESTED
Fonnerly Mid-County SeiVices, Inc.
Pinellas County
An A!lowancQ for Funds Prudently Invested (AFPI) charge Is a mechanism which allows a utility the
opportunity to eam a fair rate of return on prudently constructed plant held for fiJiure use from the future
customers to be seiVed by that plant in the form of a charge paid by those customers.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2016

2017

$5.23
$10.46
$15.69
$20.92
$26.15
$31.38
$36.61
$41.84
$47.07
$52.30
$57.53
$62.76

$68.19
$73.61
$79.03
$84.46
$89.88
$95.30
$ 100.73
$ 106.15
$ 11 1.57
$117.00
$122.42
$ 127.84

~

$ 133.47
$139.11
$144.74
$150.37
$156.00
$161.63
$167.26
$ 172.90
$178.53
$ 184.16
$189.79
$ 195.42

201'9

2020

$201.28
$207.13
$212.98
$218.84
$224.69
$230.54
$236.40
$242.25
$248.110
$253.95
$259.81
$265.66

$271.75
$277.84
$283.93
$290.01
$296.10
$302.19
$308.28
$314.37
$320.46
$326.55
$332.63
$338.72

The approved AFPI charges, which are based on one equivalent residential connection (ERC), will be
collected from 203 additional ERCs as of December 31, 2015. The amount of the charge will be based on
the month in which the connection to the utility is made. If by December 31, 2020, any number of ERCs
remain unconnected, the remaining ERCs shall be charged the constant maxmium charge of $338.72 until
all 203 additional ERCs are connected, afterwhich the charge will cease.

EFFECTIVE DATETYPE OF FILING WS-17-0089

Limited Proceeding
JOHN P. HOY
ISSUING OFFICER
PRESIDENT
TITLE
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ORIGINAL SHEET NO. 16.7

UTILITIES, INC. OF FLORIDA
WASTEWATER TARIFF

ALLOWANCE FOR FUNDS PRUDENTLY INVESTED
Formerly UIF Marion
Marion County
An Allowance for Funds PrudenUy Invested {AFPI) charge is a mechanism which allows a utility the
opportunity to earn a fair rate of return on prudently constructed plant held for future use from the future
customers to be served by that plant in the form of a charge paid by those customers.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2016

2017

$6.97
$13.94
$20.91
$27.88
$34.85
$41.82
$48.79
$55.76
$62.73
$69.70
$76.67
$83.64

$90.83
$98.03
$ 105.22
$112.41
$119.60
$ 126.79
$133.98
$141.17
$148.36
$ 155.55
$ 162.74
$169.93

2018

$177.36
$184.79
$ 192.21
$199.64
$207.06
$214.49
$ 221.92
$229.34
$236.77
$244.19
$ 251.62
$259.05

2019

$266.73
$ 274.41
$282.09
$289.77
$297.45
$ 305.13
$312.81
$ 320.49
$328.17
$335.85
$343.53
$351 .21

2020

$359. 16
$367.11
$375.06
$383.01
$390.96
$398.91
$406.86
$414.82
$422.77
$430.72
$438.67
$446.62

The approved AFPI charges, which are based on one equivalent residential connection {ERC), will be
collected from 45 additional ERCs as of December 31, 2015. The amount of the charge will be based on
the month in which the connection to the utility is made. If by December 31, 2020, any number of ERCs
remain unconnected, the remaining ERCs shall be charged the constant maxmium charge of $446.62
until all 45 additional ERCs are connected, afterwhich the charge will cease.

EFFECTIVE DATETYPE OF FILINGWS-17-0089

Limited Proceeding
JOHN P. HOY
ISSUING OFFICER
PRESIDENT
TITLE

